Abstract
I lead a team of 4 people to launch a venture. We become the Dr. Scholl of
reading glasses. Using liquid variable focus lens, we found we can better
find persons correct reading glasses strength. By doing this we found a
couple of advantages not solved by the markets. We found we can better
help a person choose their correct strength, and also accommodate for
both eyes lens needs. This solves core issues of reading glasses, leading
to the potential for significant profit generation. This document will indepth detail all aspects of this best practices for this venture, as well as
steps we have taken.
Our project was validated when we won the grand prize for the McGuire
Center for Entrepreneurships business plan competition, and were
awarded $10,000.
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Group
Zachary Poll (me): I lead the team as the general manager. I lead mentor
sessions, strategic partnership meetings, presentations, etc.
Jeffrey Hamilton: Jeff was the financial manager. He worked with all of us
to make our financial statements that accurately reflect our venture.
Matthew Schwartz: Matt was the operations manager. He worked on
creating the utility patent, technical aspects of liquid lens, etc.
Ashley Hauer: Ashley was our marketing manager. She was pivotal on
making our marketing materials, making marketing decisions
It should be noted as a startup, all of us played a part of all aspects of the
venture. The explanations are merely focus points each person had.
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Leadership Paper
Question #1
I scored a 56 on the “Tolerance of Ambiguity Scale.” This score indicates that I am
uncomfortable with ambiguity. I think the resulting conclusion is a gross over simplification. Just
because a person is intolerant to ambiguity in some aspects, does not mean they are in others. I
would like to parallel this argument to the simplification of classifying people as introverts or
extroverts.
In the commonly known Myers-Briggs test, the conclusion states whether you are an
introvert or an extrovert. Either you are one, or the other. There is no scale of how intense you
are in one aspect, nor is there room for a person for people to be an introvert in one situation and
have extroverted characteristics in another situation. Study after study concludes the latter is
actually the truth. Research done by the University of Michigan, as well as Dan Pink, express
these findings. The introvert-extrovert distribution looks much like a normal distribution curve.
Many people have characteristics of both. Also, a person may be shy and only talk to close
friends in a party, but acts incredibly extroverted when giving presentations or doing group
projects. I believe the same applies to the ambiguity test.
I am not the person to go out of my way to meet new people at a party, and prefer
interacting with my close-knit friends. However, I feel confident when taking on new challenges
in the workplace, and solving new problems.
So how can I use the test in an actionable way? It honestly does not help me that much. It
did not unearth anything about myself. However, I can see how it would be beneficial for others.
If one wants to be a leader, they should be comfortable with ambiguity. Uncovering that you are
bad at that is very important to know.
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One thing I found interesting was not that my score was high, but that it was so high. So I
should reflect on this in a meaningful way. Take some time out of my day-to-day activities, and
reflect how ambiguous they are. Should I do it in the moment and notice the small details, or
focus on the larger aspects? These are subtle yet important differences.
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Question #2
Here are my answers:
1. Communication, including listening, and making formal presentations: Outstanding
2. Time and Stress management: Good
3. Decisiveness: Managing and making timely decisions: Adequate
4. Organizational/technical competence: Recognizing and solving problems: Good
5. Motivating and influencing others: Good
6. Managing people: Delegation/fairness/patience/respect/tolerance: Good
7. Setting goals/articulating a vision: Good
8. Self-awareness: Outstanding
9. Team-building/team spirit: Weak
10. Managing Conflict: Good

This is a great exercise because it gives myself an honest reflection of my strengths and
weaknesses. I do believe I have great self-awareness, so I can trust these answers. Art Padilla
stressed the importance of self-awareness, and it is good to know I am strong in this aspect.
Where should I focus my attention? I think it is in the team-building/team spirit category.
This is so vital in today’s organizations, and employers look for it when hiring candidates. If I
am poor in it, why should they hire me over others? So it is important to know this, internalize it,
and strengthen it. I can do that in a couple of ways. Repetition is always important.
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Question #3
I talked with two of my team members, and they told me my biggest leadership weakness
was team building. They told me my biggest strength was talking and delegating meetings. This
is exemplified by the many meetings we have had throughout the school year. It was especially
potent when I went head-to-head with Gholam Peyman, the recipient of the National Medal for
Innovation and Technology. When I asked people I know, they had a hard time answering the
question because they don’t see me taking leadership roles a lot. I took that as an indication of
my biggest weakness. The greatest strength was being kind, but that is probably because I asked
my grandma.
This also indicates to me aspects I already know. It is though, a helpful reminder to work
on them.
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Question #4
I can do a lot of things to improve my leadership skills in the next 24 months. I can work
on my networking, getting myself into a position of power, and enhancing my communication
skills of a grand vision, as well as others. Barriers will be poor habits to not work on these things,
as well as finding a job. It will also be important for me to break the stigmas associated to me by
people who think of me as my high-school self. This will be a daunting task, but one I can do,
and will have great rewards
I have to focus on the above with intensity, focus, and not take no for an answer. I have to
bump in to some people to make room for myself. It will be important for me to break dogmas,
and burn bridges that hold me back. Driving and maintaining bridges that lead to nowhere is a
waste of time, and wastes valuable resources. I cannot learn how to build great bridges if I do not
test their structure, and different ways to build them. By doing so, I will learn where to build not
only the right bridges, but great bridges.
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Self-Reflective Essay
I know I want to be a leader. I am just not sure if now is the time, or if I should be under
the guidance of a mentor first for self-improvement. Are my skills great enough to lead a
company to success in a competitive marketplace? I am 22 years old, while the global economy
is swarmed with tens-of-millions of people older than me clawing for the top. So how do I
differentiate myself, and find uncontested market space that I can capitalize on? Doing this
provides a lot of challenges.
One challenge will be that mentors with extensive knowledge will be scarce. It will be up
to me to form best-practices. Have I had enough experience, or intuition, to make good
judgments? Unfortunately, I am at a state of ignorance, unaware if I do or not. A case study
might be appropriate.
Steve Jobs and Steve Wozniak decided to enter the uncontested market space of personal
computers in the 1970’s. From a business perspective, they had little experience to draw upon. I
don’t think its worth telling the entire story of Apple to get to the point that they were successful.
So how did they do it? Steve Wozniak was incredibly intelligent compared to the competition in
knowing how to build computers with little parts. This is in part because computers were new to
everyone. So from a technological standpoint, they knew as much as anyone, and used that to
their advantage.
Steve Jobs knew knew little about pricing, the only thing he had sold before were “blueboxes” (what those are is not relevant to the paper, but highly interesting). So how did they build
the business? Steve Jobs knew he was incredibly good at persuading people. He was able to
persuade the first sale of 50 computers, even though they did not sell what the buyer had asked
for. He used his strength, persuasion, to build small steps, until Apple had some interest. Then he
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used his charm to build a team of people who did have business experience. A famous example
is how Jobs got John Sculley to come to Apple. John was the second-in-command at PepsiCo,
and was primed to be the CEO, an amazing job. Steve won him over with one, famous line: “Do
you want to sell sugared water for the rest of your life, or do you want to change the world?”
Sculley came to Apple.
Andrew Carnegie was also famous for acquiring people who knew about the steel
industry much more than he did.
The lesson here is: inspire people who know more than me to follow me. How do I do
this? The first is the follow the rules of The Golden Egg: appeal to why I am doing something.
Not what I am doing, not how I am doing it, but the greater purpose of why. Here is an example:
I want to make Columbus, Ohio a hub for Tesla. How do I get people on-board with me?
If I tell people I am going to make Columbus a hub for Tesla, people think will think: “that’s
nice,” and passively move on. If I tell people that I am going to do it by setting up stores around
the city, and marketing, they will say: “Cool, I am excited to see it happen.” BUT! If I tell them I
am doing it because I know Columbus is a city thirsting for innovation, and I want to make
Columbus a beacon for innovation and renewable energy, they will either say: “I support you,”
or “how can I help?” This concept has been proven scientifically! When you apply to beliefs and
ideals, this is what engages the neurons in the brain to action (for more information, look up
“The Golden Egg’ on Ted.com).
So, what are the strengths I build on to become a leader? A couple of actionable items
will get me there.
One, use my extensive knowledge and put it into action. I have read so much material,
the same stuff taught to Harvard MBA students, that I have the same knowledge they learn in the
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classroom. Draw upon this. My weak-side is, unfortunately, that a BS/BA from the University of
Arizona does not hold as much prestige as a Harvard MBA. To mitigate this, I will always cite
my claims to the research I know. I take notes on all of the things I have taught myself, so this is
doable.
Secondly, use my networks in the community I am engrained in. Fortunately, I was
brought up in a wealthy part of Columbus, rich in decision makers who help shape Columbus. I
must call upon these people. Get them involved, and make them want to help me. I should
always put myself in their shoes, identify what would motivate them to help me, then recruit
them. This is a vital step.
Thirdly, I must work tirelessly to put myself in a position to make change. There are a
variety of different options, and I am not sure what is best. I can get an entry-level job at a very
respected company in Columbus: OhioHealth. Or, I can be a part of a startup and build. Which is
best? I am not sure. There is one startup I may have the opportunity to lead: MobileWait, but
there is still work to be done to make this happen.
Getting back to the point: my desire and ambitions to lead or to be more in a followership
role. I will one day be in a leadership role, but the question is when. Do I take one now, or put
myself in a follower role to learn more before doing so? The answer will partly depend on which
doors open up to me. I can bang on a door as much as I can, slip notes through the bottom, but
the door might stay locked.
I do know one thing: the honors entrepreneurship lab I have taken has given me greater
insights on how to be a leader. Listening to how the leader got on top, and took risks, is
important. It also taught me I need to stop taking “no” for an answer. I must learn to be
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persistent, and “fight” to get where I want to be. Steve Jobs is well-known for persuading, and
creating a reality-distortion field that become reality. I need to harness that power.
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EasyEye Executive Summary

One Line Pitch
EasyEye is the Dr. Scholl’s for reading glasses. We provide a kiosk
to walk consumers through the process of choosing which reader
glasses of ours to buy.
Business Summary
We provide a kiosk with patent pending technology to walk
consumers through the process of choosing which reader glasses of
ours are best for them. We improve the everyday life of our
consumers by providing confidence and better vision.
Customer Problem
The current problem with the reader glasses market is that
customers are confused on which strength is appropriate, and
potential customers who would benefit from wearing reader glasses
shy away. The process for choosing the correct strength is awkward
and overwhelming. 83% of consumers with too many choices don’t
buy.

Company Profile:
Industry: Reading
Glasses
Contact Info: Zachary
Pollpollz@email.arizona.edu
Financial information:
Company Stage:
Concept
Previous Capital: $0
Monthly Burn Rate:
($25,000)
Pre-money Valuation:
$4,500,000
Capital Seeking:
$150,000
Management:
Matt Schwartz
Zachary Poll

Product/Services
Ashley Hauer
EasyEye is a new experience to buying reading glasses. The
Jeff Hamilton
consumer uses the liquid lens vision diagnostic device on our kiosk to
find their strength, then can pick the correct lenses, and frames to match. The lenses and
frames snap together easily.
Target Market
We are targeting people who currently buy reader glasses, or people who do not use
them and could benefit from them. We are starting with the $550,000 reader glasses
market in Tucson, AZ.
Customer Validation
82% of respondents from a survey said our kiosk would increase their desire to buy
reading glasses. 43% of respondents went back and forth when trying on reader
glasses, which demonstrates the problem.
Sales/Marketing Strategy
Our kiosk will serve as a marketing tactic. Its aesthetic design will invite customers over at
point-of-sale. We will also use direct mailing since most of our target customers are
older and still look at direct mail.
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Competitors
Our main direct competitor is FGX International, which owns 68% of the market. Our
indirect competitors include prescription glasses and online glasses retailers.
Competitive Advantage
Our competitive advantages include our vision diagnostic device, our frames with
interchangeable lenses, and our interactive kiosk, which helps to grab customers’
attention.
IP, Patents, Proprietary Tech
We currently have a provisional patent on our vision diagnostic device. The patent covers
the use of manually tunable liquid lenses for diagnostic purposes.
Financials (in
thousands)*
Revenues
Expenditures
Net

2014

2015

2016

2017

2018

40
260

400
750

2,500
1,800

13,000
5,500

36,000
14,000

(220)

(350)

700

7,500

22,000
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Introduction
We are seeking early seed funding from angel investors. On top of the $40,000
we have personally invested, we are asking for an additional $150,000 so we can
launch.
Our business plan has multiple objectives for you. Its purpose is to:
• Create excitement and buzz about our venture
• Receive feedback about our venture and how we can further our mission
• Be recommended to potential investors
• Be a launching point for talks with a purpose of investment and guidance
from an angel investor
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Business Model

Above is a customer path flowchart. We plan on introducing two different lines of
glasses, both using the same diagnostic kiosk. The lower end reader glasses will
be in stores such as Walmart, Walgreens and CVS. The higher end reader
glasses will occupy department stores such as Nordstrom or a Macy store. Our
price model is structured below.

Low End
High End

Retail ($)
20-30
50-60

Wholesale ($)
10
15
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EasyEye Management Team
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Advisors

We have been in contact with Jeff Rein, former CEO of Walgreens, and had a
meeting with him, as well as a district manager and a store manager. As we move
forward, we hope to continue to build a strong relationship with Mr. Rein, and
eventually have him as a potential advisor for our team.
We are planning on expanding this list to licensed opticians, store managers, and
optical science experts.
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Key Partnerships

EasyEye has explored a potential partnership with Frameri. This company
focuses on offering the customer several different styles of frames. Each frame is
designed to allow the lenses to pop in and out, which provides the customer
freedom to alternate lenses with different frames. This technology is in the
process of being patented, and is extremely hard to duplicate.
Instant Custom Readers

EasyEye has started an early relationship with Jeffery Rein, the former CEO of
Walgreens. With this relationship and connection, we hope to start our first
rounds of product placement in Walgreens stores throughout Tucson.
Premium Custom Readers
As EasyEye expands and gains brand recognition we hope to launch our second
product line into high-end retailers in the southwest region. This line of premium
reader glasses will be higher end in order to address the more fashion conscious
male and females with a higher disposable income.
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Problem
Affected population
There are over 78 million Americans with Presbyopia (diminished ability to focus
on near objects), making any of these individuals potential customers. Not all of
these Americans wear reader glasses, and our primary research has given us
several reasons why they do not:
Compensating with bifocals or trifocals
Some of the population just does not want to buy or wear glasses
o Reasons: style, overall aesthetics of appearance, losing them,
uncomfortable fit
• Disliking the style options
• Intimidated by all the options
• Not knowing which strength is right for them
• Not being able to locate reader glasses in the store
• Not being aware reader glasses can enhance their quality of life
*Bold indicates problems we fix
•
•

Current Alternatives
Trial & Error

A display gives potential buyers a complex assortment of all their options.
Customers randomly pick different glasses, try them, and repeat this exhaustive
process with different strengths until they give up, or choose readers they are
willing to buy.
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Problem with Trial & Error

A Columbia University study shows 85.6% of potential buyers are already not
going to buy because of the overwhelming array of choices. After trying on 3 or 4
pairs and most likely not seeing a desired frame, a vast amount of customers give
up. If customers do purchase, most never feel confident about their purchase
decision.
Manual Diopter Test

Customer stands 12 inches from the chart shown, and finds the largest line they
cannot read. This line
dictates the lens
strength chosen, then
the customer
chooses a frames
style. This approach
has more structure
than the trial & error
method.

Problem with Manual Diopter Test

Customers are first subject to the immense array of choices, putting them into the
same categorical problem as the Columbia study explained above. The customer
first has to measure how far away 12 inches is. If the customer is even an inch off,
they will give themselves a poor diagnosis. Customers walk away more confident
about their purchase choice than the trial and error, but statistically they are only
slightly better off.
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Solution
Background
We were given exclusive access to research by a team that included the recipient
of the National Medal of Innovation and Technology, who was a more accurate
way to measure the eye prescription of patients. We are applying a similar
concept to find the correct reader strength for customers.
Solution
Customers approach our simple, aesthetic kiosk. They look through the two
eyeholes of our liquid lens device. After adjusting the knobs on the side of the
device, they instantly see their vision improve! They tune until each eyes vision is
perfect. Our studies have shown this can be a 20-50 second process. Our kiosk
then tells the customer what numbered strength each of their eyes is. The
customer now has a simple choice to find their frames style. Process complete!
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Key Features

There are two main features we provide that provide us with a competitive
advantage:
Kiosk
The kiosk provides a fluid, easy way for customers to find their correct lens
strength. This allows them to feel more confident buying our glasses than any
other product. Our kiosk entices non-customers to take a look, attracting new
customers to the industry. We found the Dr. Scholl kiosks to have the same
affect.
Frames and Pop-in Lenses
We provide frames and pop-in lenses to the customer, instead of already finished
glasses.
Advantages:

Most accurate reader glasses by accommodating to the individual
customers needs
• Drastically reduce the number of choices a customer has to make,
increasing the probability of a purchase
Disadvantage:
• Small bit of assembly*
•

*We have been in talks with Frameri, who
have a product that makes a very easy
and painless process
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Our marketing brochure depicts an illustration of our aesthetic kiosk design:
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Validation Research
Market Research
The vision care market as a whole, has $35.1 billion of annual sales (Vision
Council), and has three name brand competitors, which are National Vision,
Highmark Inc, Luxottica Group. In addition to various unnamed companies. Their
market shares are listed below:

The chart below represents the annual sales by product category in The Vision
Care Market throughout the US:
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The chart below represents the major sales channels of over-the-counter
readers in the US market:

Market Research Summary
• The over-the-counter reader glasses industry in the United States
averages $796 million dollars of sales annually (Vision Council)
• On average each year, over the next five years the eyewear industry is
expected to grow 8.8% (IBIS World).
• Over-the-counter reader glasses account for 9% of sales for the retail
eyewear market (Packaged Facts)
• In the US, 71% of eyewear market purchases took place in retail
environments and 29% were purchases from optometrists, online, or other
health care avenues (Packaged Facts).
• The strongest eyewear retail brand in the US is Luxxottica with 17% market
share, Walmart has 6.6%, and other retailers make up the rest of the 67%.
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Customer Research
The chart below represents the major market segmentations of consumers by
age that account for the $9.1 billion dollars of sales:

The chart below shows the amount of over-the-counter wearers, pairs, and
dollars in millions:
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Customer Research Summary
• More than 28.7 million American adults wear reading glasses, accounting
for 11.9% of the US population (IBISWorld).
• 78 million individuals in the US are suffering from presbyopia, or are at risk
of becoming presbyopic (Packaged Facts).
• The population of 45 years and above will grow at 7.8% during the years
2011-2016 (IBISWorld).
• Once an individual reaches 55 years and older, roughly 80% of them will
require over the counter reading glasses or prescription glasses.
• Since 2012, roughly 25% of US residents are 55 years old and over. Given
this age group, around 85% of them will purchase the required eyewear
(Jobson Optical Research).
Solution Research

Reader Strength Selection Process
0

71%

Easily found
strength
Difficulty finding
strength
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Reasons Why Readers Were Not
Purchased
Never Seen in Store
69%	
  

Own Progressives
Could Not Choose
Correct Readers
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Target Market and Key Customers
Descriptive Summary
Our ideal consumer has Presbyopia. They are proactive about their health and
want to learn more about technological advancements throughout basic health
care services. These consumers are premium product seekers who have
disposable income. They value their hobbies and daily activities that require
close-up visual attention.

Beachhead Market, Serviceable Available Market, and Total Available Market

Our share of the market is currently $20M that accounts for all the
convenience/drug stores and department stores throughout the US. Our
beachhead is the $550,000 spent in convenience/drug stores in Tucson
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Value Proposition
We provide an enabling and empowering process to select the customers’
correct readers, so they feel confident with their selection. Our market data shows
this to be the biggest pain for customers, and directly results in lost sales. We
provide this confident process with two factors:
1. Our liquid lens technology allows the user to easily find a strength they feel
confident with. They walk up to an inviting kiosk, and can see instant changes in
their vision when they interact with the kiosk. This instant change in vision creates
an intuitive way for customers to find the right strength.
2. Once having the correct strength chosen, there selections for glasses have
already been tailored to a high degree. This means fewer options to choose from,
which directly correlates with an increase in sales.
We provide the most personalized reader glasses on the market by having lens
strengths accommodating for each eye. This makes the reader glasses more
accurate for the person wearing them. We are able to accomplish this by having
pop-in lenses that go into our frames.
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Differentiation & Competitive Advantage
Our largest competitor domestically is FGX International, because of that we
benchmark against them.
FGX International

EasyEye

Brand Prestige

Low-Mid

Mid-Luxury

Price

$10-$25

$20-30 and $50-60

Selection Process

Trial & Error or Manual

Self Diagnostic Process

Quality

Low

Mid

Stores

Drugstores

Drugstores and Quality
Retailer

Competitive Advantage
Our higher prices are appropriate because we offer:
1.
2.
3.
4.

A confident purchase decision
More accurate vision
Easier selection process
Better brand image and quality
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Barriers To Entry
We have three key barriers to entry:
1. The law- Statute 32-1696 states that it is unlawful to “Use any means to
measure the refractive value of the human eye, except non-refractive,
non-diagnostic devices….”This statute may conflict with our liquid lens
diagnostic device.
2. Optometrist unions who may have issues with consumers finding their own
spherical strength.
3. Developing contracts with suppliers, for the pop in lens technology.
*See appendix for list of detailed statutes.
Our existing/future competition will have barriers to entry in terms of patentable
technology. Our manually tunable liquid lens device is already patent pending,
and we have learned from Frameri that pop in/out lenses are extremely difficult to
develop.
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Marketing Objectives, Strategies, and Tactics
Key Objectives
In the next 5 weeks it is crucial that we finish our branding and start spreading
awareness of our products. The strategy to our branding is to come up with a final
name and logo. We are going to spread awareness of our products by continuing
to talk to potential customers, continuing to send out and analyzing our second
survey, and contacting senior living facilities in Tucson.
In the next 5 months our key objective is to create an online presence for our
venture. Our strategy to achieving this objective is to create pages on popular
social media engines that will help spread awareness of our product. We have
created pages/accounts for Facebook, Twitter, and Instagram. We are also going
to create a professional web page, as well as join relevant online blogs and
forums.
Our main objective for the next 5 quarters is to spread the word about our
company to potential customers. This will be done by establishing an email
contact list to let our potential customers know about recent news regarding our
venture, and to let them know where our products are being sold. We will also
work with a direct mail company to begin a direct mail campaign.
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R&D Objectives and Strategies
Our first key R&D phase is finding the right companies to outsource with. By
August 2014, we will have contracts for our kiosk, diagnostic device, and frames
and glasses to be designed.
Our second R&D phase is manufacturing processes. By December of 2014, our
outsourcing partners will have finished our product, and sent to us.
Our third R&D phase is putting it all together in a streamlined process. By March
2015, we will be able to efficiently put together all aspects of our product, and ship
to stores.
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IP and Legal Strategies

For the vision diagnostic device, the provisional patent will protect us for up to one
year after our approval date, November 14th, 2013. A patent will have to be
submitted prior.
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Timeline
Development Milestones and Exit Plan
• Key accomplishments completed
o Beta prototype of device built
o Provisional utility patent pending
o Meetings with former CEO of Walgreens Jeff Rein for product
development and District Manager feedback
o Talked with Center for Vision of Developing Worlds to explore our
utility in 3rd world countries
o Met with the CEO of Frameri to explore strategic partnership
• Current Key Activities
o Second meeting with Jeff Rein and District Manager to explore
potential trial space in select stores
o Choosing final price points for our products
o Finding partnership for pop out frames and lenses
o Create marketing brochure
o Develop premium name and logo
o Find a manufacturer of liquid lenses to use in our kiosk
• Timeline for key milestones
o Form partnership for frames and pop-in lenses – June 1st
o Have contacts with stores regarding rental space by March 25, 2014
o Choose final price points by early June
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Growth Strategies
Future Products
We will be introducing upgraded versions of our kiosk, and new product lines
including sunglasses.
Kiosk Versions
We will obtain metrics, data points, and subjective analyses from our first kiosk.
This will include:
• Ability of kiosk to attract shoppers
• Time from point-of-contact to selection process completion
• Common mistakes or confusions made when using kiosk
• User & employee feedback
Tracking and recording these items will allow us to make a better kiosk. It
will be improved by:
• Eliminating the common confusions and user makes
• Decreasing time of point-of-contact to selection process
completion
• Inserting/Removing functions
• Increasing ability to attract shoppers
• Increasing overall customer satisfaction
New Products
We will be able to introduce new glasses frames, sunglasses, and/or other
products given the following:
• We build a user base that becomes familiar with our kiosk and
products.
• Store employees will
have enough
familiarity with kiosk to
help customers.
• We have a better
understanding that
our customer is,
based off purchases,
and learn their design
preferences.
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Revenue/Expense Objectives

*Our first stable year will be year 2, and we will
have healthy profits starting in year 3.
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Expense Budget
List of Operating Expenses
• Office-Beginning in
year 2
Operating	
  Expenses	
  as	
  a	
  %	
  of	
  
• Marketing
Revenue	
  vs.	
  Time	
  
• Website Expenses
250.00%	
  
• R&D
200.00%	
  
• Insurance
150.00%	
  
• Distribution Expenses
100.00%	
  
• Travel
50.00%	
  
• Contract Maintenance
0.00%	
  
and Repair
0.00	
  
1.00	
  
2.00	
  
3.00	
  
4.00	
  
5.00	
  
6.00	
  
• Utilities
• Rent
• Kiosk Production- Estimated at $1200/kiosk
**Operating expenses are over
• Kiosk Rent- Estimated to be $100/kiosk
1500% of revenue in year 1

According to our finances, our date of first real sale is in August 2014.
OPERATING EXPENSES
Salaries and wages
Payroll taxes
Employee benefits
Depreciation
Bad debt expense
Additional Operating Expenses
TOTAL OPERATING EXPENSES

Year 1
96,000
7,344
19,200
201,510
324,054

Year 3
326,400
24,970
65,280
607,038
1,023,688

Year 5
562,560
43,036
112,512
3,730,737
4,448,845
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Financial Overview
Financial Projections
• Listed below are our assumptions for our first product:
o Glasses sale price: $35.00 (retail), $16.00 (wholesale), Glasses
material cost: $6.00, Cost to manufacture kiosk (material and labor):
$1,200
o Year 1 - 5 test kiosks located in Tucson Beachhead stores, each
selling 25 glasses/month, sales growing by 2%/month
o Year 2 - Kiosks in 10% of the 557 convenience stores in Arizona,
each selling 40 glasses/month, sales growing by 2%/month
o Year 3 - Southwest region - Kiosks in 5% of 21,222 convenience
stores in the US, each selling an average of 30 glasses/month, sales
growing by 2%/month
o Year 4 - Southwest region expanded - Kiosks in 8% of 21,222
convenience stores in the US, each selling an average of 55
glasses/month, sales growing by 2%/month
o Year 5 - Light west coast expansion - Kiosks in 10% of convenience
stores in the US, each selling an average of 55 glasses/month, sales
growing at 2%/month
o Notes:
! Stores charge rent for 3 sq feet of space by $100/kiosk/month
! Additional kiosks are produced in the first month of every year
! Month 1 of years 1 and 3 - extra kiosks are manufactured for
further testing
• Listed below are our assumptions for our second product line:
o Glasses sales price: $80.00 (retail), $40.00 (wholesale), Cost of
material: $10.00, Cost to manufacture kiosk (material and labor):
$1200
o Year 2.5- Kiosks in 5 Macy’s and Nordstrom in Arizona, each selling
25 glasses/month, sales growing at 2%/month
o Year 3- Kiosks in all 13 Macy’s and Nordstrom in Arizona, each
selling 25 glasses/month, sales growing at 2%/month
o Year 4- Kiosks in 5% of the 11,111 Macy’s and Nordstrom in the US,
each selling 50 glasses/month, sales growing at 2%/month
o Year 5- Kiosks in 15% of the 11,111 Macy’s and Nordstrom in the US,
each selling 50 glasses/month, sales growing at 2%/month
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EBITDA Years 1-5
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Funding Proposal

We propose three rounds of funding:
• Month 1: $190,000
o $40,000 founders investment and $150,000 external investment
• Month 8: $600,000
o External investment
• Month 14: $300,000
o External investment
Valuation
Valuation Methodology

Discounted Cash Flow
$950,000
$1,050,000
$40,000
$2,000,000
25%

Pre-Money Value
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Post-Money Value
External Investors' Ownership %

External Investment
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$800,000
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Vision and Mission
Vision Statement
EasyEye is the Dr. Scholl’s for reading glasses. We provide an aesthetic kiosk
that features a strength finder diagnostic device to walk consumers through the
process of choosing which reader glasses is right for them.
In 5 years we will change the selection process, experience of choosing, and
expand the accuracy limitations of reading glasses.
Mission Statement
Our business will grow by enhancing the lives of our customers with the most
accurate and fashionable reader glasses in the world.
Key Value Statement
We will make our service legal for our distributors to sell in their stores.
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Appendices
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Customers/users by timeframe
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